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On Certain Mixed Problem for Hyperbolic
Equations of Higher Order. II

By Taira SHIROTA and Kazuo ASANO
Department of Mathematics, Hokkaido University

(Comm. by Kinjir6 KUNUGI, M. J. A., May 12, 1969)

1. Introduction and results. In the present note, we will extend
our results stated before ([3]).

Let D be a domain with a bounded boundary / of R. Here we
consider a strongly hyperbolic equation

( 1 ) Lu=
Or,., +al(x, D) 3t2+... + a,(x, D) u

/ (lower order terms)u f,

a(x, D)- a(x)D

and let all o the roots v(x, )(i=1, 2,..., 2m) with respect to v of
the equation r"+a,(x, $)r’-+... +a(x, )--0 be pure imaginary
and distinct mutually, not zero uniformly for x e 9, I[-1.

Here we assume that, after applying any coordinate transforma-
+ = R 0}, =0}) such that on thetion (Ut2, I2) (R+ {y e lye>

boundary the conormal direction of a given uniformly strongly elliptic
operator a(x, D) of order 2 is changed into the normal direction, the

coefficients of the principal part of (1) containing odd power of

are zero on the boundary y 0.
Then we obtain the following
Theorem. For any f(t, x)e C1([0, T], L=(t2)) and for any initial

conditions (u(O, x), u "-lu )(O, x), ...,
at2_

(O, x) e D(a) D(a1/2),

there exists a unique solution u of (1), satisfying boundary conditions

such ha (u(, x), 3u 3u C-- (t, x), ...,
3t

(t, x) e ([0, T], D(a) D(a-1/2)

+ p(x) ur =0 Furthermore

p(x) e C(F).
To prove the theorem above mentioned, we need to extend our

singular integral operators defined on R to ones defined over/2 ([11]).
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For simplicity of descriptions we assume that all coefficients and
F are sufficiently smooth, but the conditions with respect to the regu-
larities of these shall be weakened as in the Cauchy problems of hyper-
bolic equations. Furthermore we will use the notations and defini-
tions described in the previous paper ([3]).

The detailed treatment and other interesting results shall be pub-
lished elsewhere.

2. Singular integral operators defined over /2 with boundary
conditions.

Lemma 1. There exist a finite covering {U.} of tO and diffeomor-
phisms T. from U. into R such that the following 1), 2) and 3) are
satisfied"

1) If U.F-, then T(U.D)R, T.(UF)R--R, and
T(U F) contains origin.

2) Let ao(X, D) be the principal part of a(x, D) and let b(y,---- _()(y)-- ao(T:(y), (dT*.)()) for y e T.(U), e R, then (!(y)
i,j

=0 for y=0 and for n ev].
3) If U. U I"#- and y e T.(U. U), then the n-th component

of T(T;(y)) is equal to y.
Let{} be a partition of unity with respect to/2 such thatu e D(a)

for u e D(a), and {Supp } is a star-finite refinement of {U.}.
Definition 1. We denote by [, the set o a(x, ) such that a(x,

e (9 (R-- {0})) and for Supp q Supp ? F4: ql
(T.o) (a(T;(y), (dT*. )($))oT.o e 1,

where is the set of all a(x, )-, a(x, ) for a(x, $)e and
i=l, M,(a) c for any integer s(> 0). (For the definition of : and A,

i--1

see [3]).
Definition 2. For a(x, ) e 1 we associate with the singular integral
operator a(x, D) as follows" For u e L(tO)

a(x, D)u= ., a(x, D)u,

where we define a(x, D)u as the ordinary singular integral operator
if Supp q F-, otherwise
a(x, D)u-- T*. ((T..o) (T;(y), (dT*. )(D))o T..oou) if

F Q Supp (f Q Supp (f 4: and U. Supp (f D Supp
=0 if Supp(QSupp-.

In the above (T*(y), (dT*()) (y)6(T*(y), (dT*)()) + (1 (y))
6(T(0), (dT*)()) for (y)eC(T(U)) such that 4/(y)--l for

y e T(Supp D Supp )).
De,nit,on . We define the operator +/- as in Definition 2 such

that
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A-u- T*. o(T..oq) /. (y, D)A+/- o T..o(qou) for any u e D(a1/2).
l,j

Here we remark that /(y, )e if UoI#.

Then we obtain following Lemmas.
Lemma 2. For a(x, ) and a(x, ) e the operators

a(x, D)-a(x, D), (al(X, D)*-a(x, D)) and
((aa)(x, D)-a(x, D)a(x, D))A

are extended to operators of B(L(9), L(9)).
Lemma . For suciently large 0 we have the following

estimate" There exists a constant cO

for u e D(ai).
Lemma 4. Let a(x, ) e with a(x, )c)O for x e, ] 1.

Then we have the following estimate" There exists a constant cO

for u e D(ai).
Here we remark that our definitions depend on the choice of {U.},

(T.} and (}, but we can prove that our singular integral operators
are invariant under coordinate transformations with the properties
in Lemma 1, in the same sense as ones used by Seeley ([11]).

3. To prove Theorem, we need the following

Lemma 5. If a(x, D) satisfies the assumption stated in 1, then
we find that a+(x, D)u=a+(x, D)Aau+(lower order terms)u,
a(x, D)u-a(x, D)au+(lower order terms)u for u e D(a+) or

u e D(a) (kO) respectively, where a(x,)- a(x, ) e . Here
(ao(x, ))/

we may consider p(x)-O on F in the Neumann case.
To prove Lemma 5, we first multiply u by , then using coordi-

nate transformation T. such that U.Supp we replace y in the

(rineipal art of a(T:(),(gT)(D)) by
0 =b (a(T:(V), (dT)(D))

b 00 b + (lower order terms)]. Purthermore

considering the replaced one in 9, we transfer forward their terms.
Then we have only to prove the following

3 Y yc(y) (i,]--n). ThenLemma 6. Let X= 3yt3y, 3Y3Y
every term X. q(T.. u) (Supp U.) is

fepreented a (, D)au+ (tower order terme)u Ior u D(a), eonid-
efing it in , here (z, ) .
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Then writing g-a+2, A,-A +2, 2 a large constant, (1) is
rewritten as

(2) Lu-
t2 + (x, D)A+/-, --d= + a2(x, D)a 3-. +...

+ a._,(x, D)A,a- + a2(x, D) u

a2m-lu )Ot2m_i
e D(a) D(a-1/2). D(a1/2).

Hence setting

0

O2mam, o.m_iA+/-,

O_- o o o-, -_,..., -F= t(O, O, ..., O, f),
we can rewrite (2) as

( 3 ) E dU. =(A + Q)U+ F, E" unit matrix.
dt

Here the domain we consider is @()=D(a-1/2) X D(a-) X... X D(a1/2)
x L(/2), and the domain o ,4 is D(a) X D(a-1/2) X X D(a1/2). We define
the norm" Ilull(=’+)-IIA-,5ull,=(o) for u e D(a+i), Ilull(=)-1lSull=(o)
or u e D(aO.

Similarly to Leray’s method, for the roots v(x, ) (]= 1, ..., 2m)
oftheequation+ a,(x, ) v_+ a(x, )

_
+ + aa(x, )

(ao(x, )) (ao(x, )) (ao(x, ))
=0, we set r(x, )-4-i t(x, ).
Furthermore we set

R(x, )= /’l(X’ ) 2m(X’ ) S=RRt,

\(I(X ))2m-1 (2m(X ))2m-1]
and B(x, )=S- det S.

Using it, we give an equivalent norm in (X). For U e (A),
we define UI[ such that

U][=Re(BE(i)E(])U, E(i)E(])U)() + fl II:E()U]](a),
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(m

here E(I)- .
1+/-,

1 /
i--/--1,

i2m -2

E(i) ..
i
1

a sufficiently large constant.
Using this norm, we find the following estimate" for U e D(A),

](rE-(A+Q)UIIB>(v-v0)IIUIB for rr0.
To show this estimate, we remark that

0 1

E(+/-)A 1

0 1
O2m (2m-l O2

+(system of bounded operators o B(L2(2), L(9)).E64+/-)

P//,E(/) + P1E(A+/-),
and setting P-iE(i)-PE(i), then we find that B(x, )P(x, ) is real
symmetric.
Finally we see from Lemma 4 that

L-z’E--PA+/-, + PI + Q, E64)Q-QE(I+),
rE--(P+/- +AP+P+ Q)

=_ rE--(PA+ + Q2)
is a linear mapping rom (D(A=,)) onto (L(9)).

By virtue of semi-group theory, we can prove Theorem.
Remark. In our proof o Theorem we can’t use the local exist-

ence theorem to our problem, because local uniqueness theorem of
that problem has not yet been proved in general and u does not
always belong to D(a) (1 > 2) even if u e D(a / J) (] > 0).
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